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Abstract 
The distribution of the zeros of Jacobi polynomials of the second kind P~(I+J~~~) is studied, and lower and upper bounds 
for the corresponding Christoffel functions are given. Fourier expansions in the system {P,(w”~~)} are also considered. 
Moreover, some theorems on the convergence of Lagrange interpolating polynomials based on the zeros of P~(w”~“) are 
proved. 
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1. Introduction 
Let z@ = (1 - x)“(l + x)~, a,/3 > -1, 1x1 < 1, be a Jacobi weight and let {pm(~“~8)} be 
the corresponding sequence of orthonormal polynomials with positive leading coefficient. Jacobi 
polynomials of the second kind {qm} can be defined as follows: 
4m(t) = 
1 
s 
’ pm+d@; x) - pm+wp; t) 
plwk t) -1 x-t 
v”‘B(x) dx, m 2 0. 
The system {qm}m is a special case of the so-called “associated polynomials”; they have been studied 
by many authors [2, 4, 13, 15, 24, 281. In particular, in [2, 13, 15, 24, 281 it was proved that {qm} = 
{pm(~a~B)}, where {pm(~OL~8))m is the sequence of orthogonal polynomials with respect to the weight 
function w”jB(t) = u’~B(t)/(7C2u2E~2B(t) + H2(zFB; t )), and H(g) is the finite Hilbert transform of the 
function g. 
When a,P # 0, then the weight wa,b is “similar” to the Jacobi weight ul’l,lfil (see Proposition 2.1) 
and the corresponding sequence of orthogonal polynomials have been thoroughly studied. 
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But if, for example, a = /I = 0, then w”po is “similar” to the weight logV2 e/( 1 - t2) and unfortu- 
nately there is little available in the literature about the corresponding Christoffel functions and the 
distribution of the zeros of p&w’,‘). The well-known interlacing property of the zeros of pm+l(~a,b) 
with those of (m+ 1)th Jacobi polynomials pm(vE~~) allows us to obtain upper bounds for the distance 
between two consecutive zeros of pm(wa,b); but this is not sufficient to get the corresponding lower 
bounds. Also, for this reason the Lagrange interpolation based on the zeros of p,(w”,fi) and the 
Fourier expansion of functions in the system of Jacobi polynomials of the second kind have been 
given little attention in the literature. In this paper, as a first result, we state a lower bound for the 
distance between two zeros and both upper and lower bounds for the Christoffel functions. 
Subsequently, we study the expansion of a function in series of Jacobi polynomials of the second 
kind in the usual weighted LP spaces, with weight of Ditzian-Totik type (see [9, 61). In Theorem 2.3 
we state some necessary and sufficient conditions for convergence of the series. The last part of the 
paper is dedicated to Lagrange interpolation at the zeros of p,(w”,fi). 
We prove theorems for uniform convergence and we state necessary and sufficient conditions for 
convergence in some weighted LP spaces. For the sake of brevity, in this paper we set CI = j3 = 0, 
but the same techniques may be used in the other cases. 
We point out that the recurrence relation of P,(w”,~) is known. In fact, if 
Q&@;X) = a,+,p,+l(v”‘P;x) + b,p,(u”$x) + amPm-l(Va$X) 
for m > 0, then 
xp,-l(wa$ x) = &+lP&@;X) + b,p,-l(va$x) + ampm-2(Ua’b;X) 
for m 22. From this we can compute the zeros of p,(w”,fi) and the Christoffel numbers related to 
w’pb, so that the results explained in the following can be used in many applications. 
2. Main results 
First of all we establish the following proposition which gives a convenient expression for the 
weight function w’,b. 
Proposition 2.1. If a, p > - 1 we have 
w”%) = Sa,pW l”l’lBl(t) if a,/I # 0 
wOqt> = gg(t) 
uOqt) vla’,O( t) 
log2(el(l - 0) 
if P # 0, W”‘OW = gl((t) 
log2(4(l + t)) 
if a#0 
p(t) := wOjO(t) = 
1 
= s(t) 
1 
7c2 + log2(( 1 - t>/( 1 + t)) log2(e/( 1 - t2))’ 
where the functions g$+ g:‘, gt’, g*’ are bounded in [- 1, 11. 
As mentioned in the Introduction, in the sequel we consider only the weight p(x), i.e., the se- 
quence of orthonormal Legendre polynomials of the second kind {p,,,(p)}~Eo with positive leading 
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coefficient. A definition of {p,(~)},“_~ based on a recurrence relation can be found in [4, p.2011 
(see also [7]), from which Sherman was the first to compute the corresponding weight function [28]. 
Incidentally, the above polynomials also appear in the proof of the “First Dahlquist Barrier”, which 
restricts the possible order of a stable multistep method to k + 1 if k is odd and to k + 2 if k is 
even [3]. 
We proceed now to establish some properties of p,(p) which are crucial in the corresponding 
interpolatory processes and the expansion of a function f in series of Legendre polynomials of the 
second kind. First we give some notation. 
We denote by xk = .&k(p) = cos &,k, k = 1,. . . , m the zeros of p,(p) in increasing order and 
Put Xo,nl(P) = -1 = -&?2+1,m(P>. 
We denote by 
the mth Christoffel function and by &k(p) = jl&,Xk), k = 1,. . . , m, the Christoffel numbers. 9? is 
a positive constant which can be different in different formulas and we shall write 59 # %(a, b,. . .) 
to denote that the constant %T is independent of the parameters a, b,. . . Finally, if A and B are two 
positive quantities depending on some parameters, we write A N B iff (A/B)*’ 659, where V is a 
positive constant independent of the above parameters. 
Theorem 2.2. If x E [ - 1, 11, then 
IPm(PJ)I G 
%? 
(~F?+m-‘)f log(&+rj-l) (2.1) 
and 
@l&(X) d An(P,X) log2 d& + ,_1 G ~24n(X)Y (2.2) 
where A,(x) = dm+ (l/m’) and Wl,W2, %? are positive constants independent of m and x. 
Moreover, for k = 0, 1,. . . ,m, we have 
8 m,k - &,k+l N ’ m 
and 
uniformly with respect to m and k. 
Denote by U(E),E C[- 1, 11, 1 < p < cx the set of measurable Iunctions with 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
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and put Lp = Lp([-1, l]), ]]fljP = ]]fll~~(t-~,~~), where in the case p = 00 we set 
Ilf II L’=-(E) := ess sup If(x E c [-1, 11. 
XEE 
We say that a weight function u is a generalized Ditzian-Totik weight (U E GDT) if it admits the 
following decomposition: 
u(x) = $(x> fi Ifk - xlfi logYk f+, 
k=O 
0 < l)(x)*’ E L", IxI<l, rk > -1, Yk E 8, -1 = to < t1 . . . < q-1 < tr = 1. 
By Proposition 2.1, w Q’ E GDT, with 01, p > - 1. We write also f E L,P if uf E LP. 
Denoting by S,(p;f) the mth partial Fourier sum of the function f E LUp, i.e., 
VI-1 
s 
1 
%(p; f> = c CkPkb), ck = f(x)pk(p; x)dx> dx, 
we state 
k=O -1 
Theorem 2.3. Let f E Lb f? Li with u E GDT. Then for 1 < p < 00, p-l + 4-l = 1, 
“ZP II~~~P~f~~llP~~llf~llP~ w # W%f> 
if and only if 
sup Il~&)~ll~ < m and SUP P,(P>~ < 00. 
m m /I II u 4 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
Moreover, for every f E L” and 1 <p -c 00, sup, IIpm(p)ullp < 00 is equivalent to 
“ZP IIUP; f >4lp @IIf IL q # ~(m,f >. 
By (2.1) and [20], and recalling that u E GDT, the conditions (2.6) are equivalent to 
1 
% -5 ELP 
fi 
and u-l, - 
Ufi 
E L4, 
where go(x) = v’-m. 
Hence, if we denote by S,(l) the Fourier operator corresponding to the Legendre weight, S,(p) 
is uniformly bounded in L,P if and only if S,(l) is uniformly bounded in the same space. 
Let L,(p; f) be the Lagrange polynomial interpolating f at the zeros xl,. . . ,x, of p,(p) and 
irn+&; f) be the one based on the knots i(-1 +x1),x1,. . .,x,, i( 1 +x,). 
Then 
II-L(P>IIce = sup IIL(P; f >I03 and 
Ilf II-=1 
Il~%+&>ll~ = s;“p=, llh+dp; f >lL 
are the Lebesgue constants of the two interpolatory processes. 
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The following theorem holds. 
Theorem 2.4. If&(p) and t,+,(p) are the operators defined above, we have 
IIJ5n(P>IIcc 
“iP @log2 m < O” and sup “‘m;g(p,,“- < cc m 
Then from Theorem 2.4 it follows that the interpolatory process L,(p) based on the zeros of 
p,(p) is worse than the one based on the zeros of the mth Legendre polynomial. The second 
procedure Lm+2(p) is optimal and is equivalent to the interpolatory process based on the knots 
i(-1 + Yl),Yl,..., ym, i( 1 + ym), where yi are the zeros of the mth Legendre polynomial (see, for 
instance, [16, 27, 291). 
For t,+,(p) a Chebyshev-type theorem holds. 
Theorem 2.5. If f is a bounded function and u E Lp, 1 < p < 00, then 
s;P IIL+2(P; f>4l, ~~llfllcu~ 
where %? is a positive constant independent of m and f. 
To establish some results about the interpolatory process L,(p) based on the zeros of pm(p), we 
need some definitions. 
If u is the weight defined in (2.5), we put 
u-(x) = 1 if r’ 30 Vk. 
If o is a weight function in L P, 1 < p d CO, and f is a bounded and measurable function defined in 
[-l,l], we denote by 
&f )b,P = inf{ll(q+ - q-)41P, q-<f Gq+, q*’ E P,}, 
the error of best one-sided approximation in the L,P metric. 
Theorem 2.6. For every bounded function f, and p E [ 1,oo) we have 
“ZP IIMP; f >4lP GWllf IL (2.7) 
with %? # %(m; f ), if and only if 
s:P II Pm(PwJ < oa. (2.8) 
Moreover, if f is a bounded and measurable function and 1 < p < 00, then (2.8) is equivalent to 
II [f - L&if )141p GG4(f )U_,PY 59 # Wm,f ). (2.9) 
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Finally (2.8) and &5/u E Lq imply that 
Il[f - Llik f>l4lp~en-Iu-Lp~ 
where %? is a positive constant independent of m and f. 
(2.10) 
We remark that (2.9) implies that 
l&r Il[f - UP; fn4lp = 0 
for every Riemann integrable function. In particular, for every continuous function and p E [ 1, oo), 
(2.11) 
Estimates (2.9) and (2.10) are useful for estimating the interpolation error of absolutely continuous 
functions in every closed segment of (- 1,1) and in general unbounded at f 1. We denote the class 
of such functions by AC,,. For example, log( 1 + x) E AC,,. For such functions the estimate (2.11) 
cannot be used. Nevertheless, the following corollary is useful. 
We denote by 
J%(f)o,p = 2; Il(f - Pbllp m 
the error of polynomial approximation in L:, where 0 is a weight function and 1 < p < CO. We recall 
that x1 and x, are the first and last zeros of pm(P), respectively, and we set I,,, = [-1, l]\[xl,xm]. 
Corollary 2.7. Let u be defined as in (2.5) and 1 c p c CO. Assume that u/fi E LP, @+5/u E Lq, 
and p-l + q-’ = 1. If f E AC,,, and ~2ipfu E L’, then 
I[[ f -L&l; f)]ull,<% 
[ 
Ilfqu/([x13xm1) + I~f~c2:pu~~Ll,,,] . (2.12) 
If in addition qf ‘u E LP then 
Il[f - L,(Pi f >l~llP~~~m--l~f’~u~p,P~ 
where %? is independent of m and f. 
(2.13) 
In (2.12) and (2.13) we can replace the weight u by u_, assuming only (2.8). 
3. The proofs 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Let a,/? > 0. We can write JV”,~(~) = gU,b(t)vOL,fi(t), where 
g&t) = [H2(v”,b; t) + 7&2N,2qt)]-‘, 
andH(v , 2 a~B* t) is an Holder continuous function in (- 1,1) which has no zeros in common with 
v2’,2fl( t). Therefore, g$ is a positive continuous function and it will admit a positive minimum and 
maximum value. 
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If a > 0, /? < 0, then let 
wqt> = 
z+(t) 
V”,-2qt)H2(V@J; t) + 7cwqt) 
=: ga,B(t)zFyt). 
Since v”,-2b(t)H2(va,a; t ), 1 t I< 1 is also a positive continuous function (see, for example, [ 121) by 
the previous argument, it follows g;;(t) - 1, t E [- 1, 11. The case a < 0, /3 > 0 is similar. 
When CI, p < 0, we have 
w”qt> = 
V -“‘-B(t) 
v-2-2qt)H2(v”J; t) + 9-G 
=: g,b(t)vP-qt), 
and since v- 2cc,-2@(t)H2(v’,B; t) < %’ (see [6]) it easily follows ga,b(t) - 1. Consequently, for a, /? # 0 
we have $tB N vlal~IBl. 
On the other hand, 
wO>O(t) = 
1 g(t) 
9 + log2(( 1 - t)/( 1 + t)) =: log2(e/( 1 - t2))’ 
g(t) - 1, Itla, 
while if we assume CI = 0, /? # 0 (the case a # 0, /I = 0 is similar) we can write 
vlp > 0 wOJ(t) = 
(1 + ty log’W(l - t>> (1 + ty 
log2(e/( 1 - t)) * H2(vo,b; t) + x2( 1 + t)2B 
=: cl&) 
los’(e/U - t)) 
and 
v/3 < 0 w&P(t) = 
(1 + t>p log2W(l - 0) 
log2(e/( 1 - t)) ’ (1 + t)-2BH2(vo,fl; t) + x2 
=: f&(t) 
(1 + t>+ 
log2(e/( 1 - t))’ 
As above, for any fixed a E (0, l), we have results g:;(t) N 1 N &j(t), t E [-l,a]. Since, for 
t E (a, 11, it results (see, for example, [7]) 
H2( v’,~; t) + 7c2(1 + t)2P<%log2 & + 487c2, if p > 0, 
(1 + t)-28H2(v0,8; t) + x2 6% log2 if j < 0, 
we conclude that gg(t) 2% and ij8(t) 2% in (a, 11. 
On the other hand, for a < t < 1, we have 
H(v’,‘?; t) = (1 + t)P log [ +$+f”“$+dy], /?#O, 
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which gives 
H2(vo$ t)+r?(l +Q2B > a<t<l, p>o, 
(1 + t)-2BH2(vo,p; t) + x2 = 
Since 
Is 
2/(l+f) yB - 1 
-----dy <%?, O<a<t<l, p#O, 
0 Y-l 
we derive an upper bound for ga,b(t),&(t) in (a, 11. 0 
If w is a weight function in [-1, 11, we denote by {pm(w)}m the corresponding sequence of 
orthonormal polynomials with leading positive coefficient y,(w), i.e. 
pm(w; x) = y,(w).x” + . . . terms of lower order. 
In particular, if w is the Legendre weight, we set 
Y *- Ym(VO’O). m .- 
Let the Christoffel-Darboux identity [4] 
m-1 
Ym Pm(P;X)Pm-lb t> - P&T t)Pm-l(P;x) 
Ke(Pi4t) = C Pj(P;x)Pj(Pi t> = Ym+l 
x-t 
(3.1) 
j=O 
In the following, it will be useful to have a decomposition of the kernel K,(p;x, t) different from that 
given by Pollard [26]. In fact, if we use Pollard Kernel’s decomposition to prove the boundedness of 
S,(p), we need pointwise estimates for the polynomial prn(q2p) which are not available in literature. 
Instead we shall use the following representation. 
Lemma 3.1. The following formula holds: 
&z(p; x, t) = A, 
1 
Pm(P;XMt) - P&; tk&) 
x-t 
- GzPm(P;x)P&; t) > 
I 
where 
(3.2) 
q(t) = ; s_‘, (’ - X2)Pn(q2;x) 1 I’ - t2)Pm((P2; t, dx, q(t) = ,,m, 
A,= (I+&&)-‘$, C&%&) 
and 
lim A,,, = $, limC, = 1. m m 
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Proof. From the Fourier expansion of the function (1 - x2)p,((p2;x) in the system of Legendre 
polynomials { ~k( v”,O; x)}Eo =: { ~k(~)}koo,~, 
rnf2 
(1 - ~2hl((P2,4 = CdkPkW, 
k=m 
4n = ~nhrn(cp~), An+2 = -Y&P~YY~+~, 
it follows 
P,(X) = ${(l - x~)P,((P~;x) - d,+lp,+,(x) - &+2Pm+2(x)}, 
m 
and also 
~rn-l(~; t) = + {q(t) - d,+lp&; t) - d,+zpm+l(ro; 0). 
Substituting the last expression of ~,_~(p) in (3.1), we have 
K (p.x t) = Yd(P2> Pm(P;xMt) - q(x)Pm(P;t) 
m 3, 
Yin+1 
{ 
Ydrp2) 
x-t 
- y.IK,,l(p;x,o * 
??I I 
(3.3) 
Since 
&+1(P;x, t) = Pm(P;X)Pm(P; t) + K?lhx9t)9 
from (3.3) we get 
[ 1 1 + rsP2) K (p.x t) = Ym((P2) Pm(P;xMt) - dx)Pm(P;t) { Yd(P2> Yzl+1 m ’ ’ Ym+l x-t - y Pm(P;x)Pm(P; t> 7 m 1 
and (3.2) easily follows. Since y,,, and ym( (p2) are the leading coefficients for orthonormal Jacobi 
polynomials, the convergence of the sequences {A,} and {Cm} can be easily deduced [ 11. 0 
In order to prove Theorem 2.2 we need some preliminary results. 
Theorem 3.2 (Mastroianni [ 181). Let u be the weightfunction defined in (2.5). Ifu EL,,O < p < 00, 
P E II,, E c[- 1, 11, with meas(cos-’ E) da/m, and a < m jxed, then 
IlPull, ~~lI~~II~,~~-1,11~\~~ 
where SF? is a positive constant independent of m and P. 
Theorem 3.3 (Mastroianni [ 181). Let u be the weight function defined in (2.5). If u E L,, 0 < p < 00, 
for any polynomial P E II,, we have 
IlP’P4lP @mlWlp, q(x) = Ji=T, 
where % is a positive constant independent of m and P. 
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A given weight function cr is in the class A, (CT E AP) if 
k%‘(Q)k+ 11 D(Q) d~meas(Q), p-1 + q-1 = 1, 
for any Q C [ - 1, l] and %? positive constant independent of Q. 
In particular, if the parameters r, of the weight function defined by (2.5) satisfy the restrictions 
-p-l < r, < q-l, k = 0,l , . . . , r, 1 < p < 00, then u E A, (see, for instance, [6]). 
Now we are able to prove Theorem 2.2. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. The inequality (2.1) easily follows from [7, Theorem 2.21. Now we prove 
(2.2). First we observe that p E A, implies that p E A, [5], i.e., for any pair of segments 
A, B C [- 1, 11, with A c B, there exists a positive constant %? independent of A, B and 6 > 0 such 
that 
JA &)dx fq meas(A) ’ 
s, P(X)& [ 1 meas ’ 
Setting yy = cos w/m, v = 0,. . . , m, m 2 3, k > 0, it follows 
F v+k ._ .(;zk+’ P(X) dx < _(y’ P(X) d.x 
‘- J;;+’ p(x) dx ’ J;’ p(x) dx 
6% (‘;;‘_-;)* <V(k+ 1)26 
and also 
F,$ <%(k + 1)26. 
Then the weight p satisfies the G-property [18, p. 2821, i.e., 
s 
((v+lYm)x ((v+l+k)/m)n 
p(cos t ) sin t dt < V(k + 1 )26 
(v/m)n J 
p(cos t) sin t dt, 
Kv+k)/m)a 
with m EN, m sufficiently large, 0 # k E 2, Obv, v + k + l<m, 6 > 0 and 06% # %?(k,v,m). 
Therefore, using [18, Theorem 2.51, we get 
UP; t) < 
s P(X) dx N 
A,(t) 
Ix--fl6&&) log’e/(Ji-? + m-l) 
with 
A,(t) = = + -$. 
m 
To prove the reverse inequality we use [ 18, Lemma 71. Thus, there exists a polynomial Q E l7, 
such that 
Q<x> N 
1 
log2e/(vC3 + m-l)’ 
On the other hand, for any polynomial 
IW>4nWl Gg l; lUx)l dx, 
1x1 d 1. 
r E n,m, 1 fixed [lo] we have 
(9X) 
JunowE o$u! 8ug~ pue ((d)@x‘x fd)“y( d)@y = (x‘d) ““1 amc; *(p*z) aAoJd aM MON 
‘sMol1o.J (E’Z) Puv 
.(d)I+4‘ux > Y> > (d)+x ‘ “=Y[(xfd)4‘;1] xp x 
P 
(d)4‘wx - (d)I++“x = (d) Wx _ (d)I+Wx 
((d)‘+“‘“x:d)*‘;I - ((d)@xfd)“‘;l I 
, (x fW (d)4‘“u 
‘=- 0”‘“y = (xfd)“;l u1 
z (d)“‘Ur 3 (;;;:y-, (d)“‘“y = (x fd)“‘;l 
2 
‘([L’~*I ‘I I] ‘awelsur ~03 ‘aas) ~~a3 UI ‘33 I(xfd)J‘wlJ uaq$ ‘x 01 
IsasolD apou aql30 xapu! aq$ aq 3 Ial aM 31 pun ‘(d)W 30 solaz ayl uo pawq slerwoudlod a%.n&k~ 
Ie~uauu2put-g aql alouap UI‘*** ‘I = y ‘(x‘d)@~ 31 ‘~wp aMasqo aM hysnbaur aslahal ay) aAoJd 0~ 
*~‘***‘o = y ‘@~(1+4‘~~ _ ““0) 
SMOIIOJ AIrsEa I! ‘I+W ItZrtuouQod 
a.tpuaZaT y$( I + U) aq$ 30 solaz ay$ I#M aDaIJa]uI (d)“d JO solaz aq$ aXuS .laplo 8U!SOmU! 
u! (d)W 30 solaz aq$ zu‘* * * ‘I = y ‘4‘“(3 SOD = (d)l‘“x Aq alouap aM ‘(E’z) ahold aM MON 
*I-“u 3 d laho wnu”zJu! aql 5iuqcz~ dq sMojIo3 Mou IClgsnbau! ayL 
.(zx - lp)/a z301 (l& I- 
XP (x)zd I S hi (1-m + ZJ - r/v z201 (JYV 
U!ti?$qO aM ljD!IJM “OJJ 
xp (zx - I/v ,801 ?++I- ~,$ (I--w + ZJ - I/w ,801 
(x),6 pi+ 1 J (1),d(J>“V 
allpap aM Z-E cualoayL 
Jai!? aM ‘-“JJ 3 d .I03 aI!yM 
SIE ~zf-sof (9,561) SL szyvuray]vfl pa!gddv puv lvuo!yvlnduro3 Jo ]vu.mof 1 o!s~omo ‘a ‘~uuv~on~sv~ ‘5 
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To give a bound on the polynomial q we start by analyzing the expression of the polynomial q in 
Lemma 3.1 to derive 
IN d IH(P?&P2)V2; 01 + (1 - t2)lPrn(~2; OHGP’; t)l. 
Since [7, (2.15), Theorem 2.11 
IH((p2; t)l <%?, ]tl< 1 - %X1, 
the second term on the right is bounded. To handle the first term we apply [7, (2.16), Theorem 2.11, 
and get 
Thus, by (3.6), (3.7) and (2.1) we obtain 
(3.7) 
Moreover, by (2.2) it follows 
&k(P) - ~W(x,,k(p))p(x,,k(p)). 
Combining these two relations we conclude 
~‘6n,k(d~~-,(p; xm,k(P)) dvcl - xi,k(d)* 
To prove the reverse inequality in (2.4) we observe that from (3.5) 
1 Yrn &k(P) 
=- 
m;lm,k(P)>Pt-l(P;Xm,k(P)) 
pdn2(P;xm,k(P)), 
Ym+l m 
while from (3.7) we get 
1 
So by Theorem 3.3 and (2.1) 
1 
m2 
’ 
= 1 -xi,k(P) 
-d%iji6&;(p;x k(p)) ‘. 
m 
m, 1 
we have 
1 
d 1 - Xi,&(P) ( 1x1 z%,n12 
ImlP.(P;x)l~ 
(3.8) 
59 
< 
1 - x;,k(d’ 
and (2.4) is proved. 0 
We need some more preliminary results. 
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For any f E L’ in (- 1, l), we denote by H(f) the Hilbert transform of the function f, 
It is well known [14] that H is a bounded operator in L,P if and only if CJ E A*, 1 < p c co. We 
recall that if G EL”, F log+ FE L’ with F, G with compact support K, then (see, for example, [25]) 
J GH(F) = - FH(G) J (3.9) K K
and 
IIGH(F)IIr 6% + IIFlog+FIIi. (3.10) 
Furthermore, from [22] (see also [30]), one can easily deduce the following: if U, V E GDT with 
U~V,UELP,V-‘EL~,~-‘+~-’ = 1, then 
IlWf NIP -11 Vf IIP’ (3.11) 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. The necessary conditions are derived from a more general result in [20]. For 
a fixed c > 0, let A,,, be the set 
A, = [-1 + cm-*, 1 - cm-2]\{[-cm-1,cm-1] U [to - cm-‘,to + cm-‘]}. 
From Theorem 3.2 we have 
rp := ll&&; f Mlp aw?l(P; f )4L,c4,)* 
Setting 9 = sgn(&(p, f)&%(~~f)lP-'~ we get 
J J (J 
1 
rp<%? &n(p, f ,x>s(xMx>p dx = v K&,x, t>f (t>At> dt s(x>4x>p dx 
Ai Al -1 
Let f EL,. From Lemma 3.1 we have 
K~(P,x, t>s(x>u(x)P dx dt. (3.12) 
{I 
1 
l-p < %? _-l Ip&;t)f(t)l/@)dt bm(w)lg(x)uP(x)dx J 478 
+ J ‘, If (t>pr&; t>ldW(quPs; 01 dt + s_‘, If (t>q(t>lP(t>lH(Pm(P)uPS; t>l dt 
=: hl + h2 + h3. 
Therefore, 
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and by HSlder’s inequality for 1 < p < 03, we get 
Setting G = sgnH(quPg), by (3.9), we have 
hz G@ s d, tq(t)g(W(Gp,(p)fp; WV) dt, 
and making use of estimate (3.7) 
(3.13) 
By Hiilder’s inequality we have 
h2 G v q&-Wf pm(p>p) 
/I II ~~(A n ) II~p-lsllq 
=v ~&kWf~m(&O II II Ils,(P~f>ull;-’ W&) 
We note that the assumption sup, Ilpm(p)ullP < 00 and 
(see [20]) assures that u&& E LP. Moreover, in view of the assumption sup, ]I p,(p)p/u II4 < 00, 
it follows (l/u)m E Lq. Therefore, H is a bounded operator in Lp 
u&G’ 
Thus, using (2.1) we get 
h2 ~~llf~llpll~~~~,f>~ll~-‘~ (3.14) 
Similarly, we obtain 
h3 ~~llf~II~ll~~(~,f)~ll”,-‘~ (3.15) 
Combining (3.12)-(3.15), it follows 
=~llf4IP* 
Now we assume f EL”. Starting from (3.12) and using Lemma 3.1 we have 
K&v, t)&MxY’ dx dt 
m 
6 ~llfllm [ / dt>P&; t> / lPm(~;x)lg(~)l u(xY’dxdt 
Al An 
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+ s p(t>lq(t>H(p,(p)uPg); 01 dt 4f 
+ s dt)lPm(P; tW(quPg; 01 dt An 1 
=: qlfIIc& + 12 + A). 
First we assume 1 < p c 00. We have 
11 d IIPm~P~PII~lIPm~P~~PSII1 d llPlllllPmm~pdll~ 
and by Holder’s inequality 
11 G llPI1111Pmw41,11~p-1dlq~ llPlllIIP~~~~~llPlls,~~~f~~ll~-l. 
On the other hand, by using inequality (3.7), we get 
12 <w 
1 
d~lWPm(d~Pg; t)l dt, 1 < P < 00. 
& 
Thus, by (3.9) and by Holder’s inequality, we have 
12 G A, I P&T t)lW( s ~P-lWdOIWZ,hG; t>l dt 
d ~llSnC~J>4;-’ 
II 
&,fWdG) 
II 
9 
P 
where G1 = sgn (H( p,&)uPg)). Since 
it is also 
s l lhhGPt+~ldx~~ lx--l , -1 
applying [23, Lemma, p. 6761 we have 
II WEWWiGN, d Il~JWdIl, + W4lp Gv, 
from which it follows that 
12 ~~lISm(p,f)ull;-l, 1 < p < co. 
Combining (3.16)-(3.18) the result follows for 1 < p < 00. 
If p = 1 we observe that 
(fWlJrpp;t)l G Ixh%$%WG;t)l+ / ( m A/?@ dx A, log(e/(l -x2)> - log(e/(l - t2)> Ix - tl 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
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hence 
< J u(t)lH(G1; t)l dt + %? Am J Wlzdp; 01 dt. An 
By the assumption sup, IIP,&)uII~ < 00, the boundedness of the second term follows. Moreover, 
taking into account that u log+ u E 15’ , and by using (3. lo), we get 
1 - u(t)lH(G,; t>l dtd J IH(G,u;t)ldt<%+ IIulog+ull#i$ Ali -1 (3.19) 
where G2 = sgnH(GI ). By arguments similar to the previous ones we obtain the same estimate 
for 1,. Therefore, combining (3.16) with (3.19), it follows 
and the theorem is completely proved. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Denote by xi := Xm,i(p), i = 1,. . .,m the zeros of pm(p), and by 3Lm,k := 
A,,&) the Christoffel numbers. Let i: m+2(~; f) be the Lagrange polynomials interpolating f at the 
knots 
-1 +x1 1 +x, 
-,X1,...,&,- 2 2 . 
From Lemma 3.1 we have 
Lm+2(P; f;x) = x - xmJ+l f(xo) 
x0 - &,I p,(p;xo> P&ix) 
m q&f) + (x - x0)(x - Xm+l >P&TX) c - kc f(Xk ) 
&I x--xk(x!f -~oo)(-vc --??I+11 
+ 
x--x0 f(Xm+l> 
%l,l - x0 Pm(P; %?I+1 )
Pm@; x> 
=:A,(f;x) +A,(.f-;x) +J43(f;x). 
Since Ip&;x)I <%?filogm, and Ip,&; *l)l N Jmlogm, it follows 
IIMf>llm G Ilfllco~ II~3u->llcc G Ilfllca~ 1x1 G 1. 
(3.20) 
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Furthermore, since AZ(f) is a polynomial, it follows that 
II~2(f>llm G ~ll~2(f)~IlL-([xo.x,,ll) 
m dXk) 6 - x0)(x - &+1 )Pm(P;x) c - /I m,k 
k=l x - xk (xk - xO)(xk - x,+1 > 
Denoting by c the index of the zero of p,(p) which is closest to x, we can write 
dxc) 
C(x) d Gf? (x - x0)(x - &+I )Pm(P;x)- 
1 m,c 
x-x,(x, -X0)(& -x,+1) 
m dxk) 
+ (x -x0)(x - &l+l)Pm(P;x) c, - 
Iz wk 
cfkZl x --xk (xk -xO)(xk -&+l) 
=: I, + 12. (3.21) 
Since it is easy to verify the boundedness of II, we only consider 12. By (2.1), (3.6) and (3.7) we 
get 
]q(xk)] &CC) 
Ix-xkl I(xk -r,;:-n.,l)j - mlx--Xklm’ 
((xk - x0&k - x,+1)( - 1 - x:, k = l,...,m, 
1(x -x0)(x - xm+lhz(P;x)l unclog $--p x E [XOJm+ll. 
Therefore if x E [-a, a], for some 0 < a < 1, then 
12<%Ylogm. (3.22) 
Now we assume x E [x0, -a]. Since (J=G) lm N ]x~+~ - xk] and making use of the estimate 
(2.1), it follows 
12(x) <U( 1 + x)3’4 log 5 2 xk+l - xk 
1 
1+x +zl Ix--k] u314t314(xk) log(e/( d-)). 
(3.23) 
The function 
1 
‘(‘) = u3/4,3/4(t) log(e/(JFF))(t - x( 
is piecewise monotone and we get 
12 G ~~Pm(P;X)(X-XO)(X-Xm+l 
)’ [L-’ + 6.1 
dv 
(1 - Y~>~~~~G/WT))~~ --I 
=: q4,l(x) + 11,2(x)1, X,-l <x <x,+1. 
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We have 
11,1(x) d %ql + x)3’4 log e s x-JfT;lm du 1+x -1 (1 + y)3’4 l0&/(JF%lY - 4 
s 
*-(1+*)/m 
d %(l fX)3’410g & _1 dY 
(1 + y)3’4 log(el(diq))ly - XI * 
Setting(l+y)=(l+x)tweget 
l-l/m dt 
s 
l-l/m 
t3j410g(e/t(l +x))(l - t) 
<w 
dt 
<%?logm. 
0 P/4( 1 - t) 
The same estimate holds for II,z(x). We omit the case x E [a,~,+~] since it is very similar to the 
previous one. 
Let L,(p; f) be the Lagrange polynomials interpolating f at the knots xl,. . . ,x,, i.e., 
L(P;f;x) = 2 Ln,k(P;x)f(Xk). 
k=l 
By Lemma 3.1 we have 
(3.24) 
Using estimate (2.1)-(2.4), (3.4), (3.6) and (3.7), we get 
+=I 1721x - xkl lo&/(1 - xi))’ 
f ~llfll,fi1d m. 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. From (3.20), by Theorem 3.2, we obtain 
IILin+2(K f)r&J GwllaJ + ~lI~2m4w4,)~ (3.25) 
where A, is defined in the proof of Theorem 2.3. Setting b(x) = (x - x0)(x - xm+l), FP-' = 
sgn~&f)(Adf)~p-l, and 
n(t) = 
/ 
PmW)W - Pm(P; t)Ht) u”(x)Fp-l(x) dx 
&I x-t 
= H(p,(p)blFIP-v; t) - p&p; t)b(t)H(FP--‘up; t), 
and taking into account (x - x0)(x - x,+1) N (1 - x2), x E A,, we have 
~~A2(f)u~~~p~A,, f 5 ‘f(xk)q~f~)li.k. 
k=l 
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Making use of [ 18, Theorems 1 and 61 we get 
Then we have by (3.7) 
1tA245(Am) G llfh lrn IH(bp,(p)uPFP-‘;x)l 
+ Amm s 
PoIb(x)p,(p;x)H(uPFP-‘;x)l 1 dx =: %?]lf]]& +I,]. 
Let us consider Ii. Setting G = sgnH(p,(p)bFP-‘up), by (3.9) we have 
(3.26) 
11 <w A, IWx>p,(p;Q’(x)p-l jH (G@) / U%)dx, 
J 
and by (2.1) we obtain 
I,+-- ~,/$$+r)p-l IJZ (G,/$;x)~~p(,,,. 
Then for 1 < p -c cc by Holder’s inequality we have 
,,~~~~~~(G~)~~,l,p-l~p-lll~. 
Since 
then applying [23, Lemma, p. 6761 we have 
< IluH(G>llp + Q+II dg 
P 
and 
11 ~q42<f>4l;-‘. (3.27) 
In a similar way we obtain the same estimate for 12 and the theorem is proved for 1 < p < m. 
Let p = 1. In this case we have 
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we get 
II <% A, Iu(x)H(G; x)1 dx + % / u(x) dx. 
s & 
Then by (3.10) and taking into account that u log+ u E L’, it follows 
II<% + ]]ulog+ Ulll <V. 
Combining (3.25)-(3.28), the theorem is completely proved. 0 
(3.28) 
Proof of Theorem 2.6. Since it is easy to prove 
,,;;-‘p,, Il~MP; f>ll, G% ,,;l”pzl II~JXP; f>llP 
by Theorem 2.3 it follows that (2.7) and (2.8) are equivalent. Obviously, (2.9) implies (2.8). Now 
we prove that (2.8) implies (2.9). Let f be a bounded and measurable function and let q*’ be two 
polynomials such that q- < f <q+. We have 
ID- -L(Pd-)l~llp~ll(~+ -4-Mp + IILt(P~f -4-blip. (3.29) 
On the other hand, setting 
F = I-G&; f)l, 91 = sgnF, 
we have by (3.24), 
IIMP; f - 04,” d ~n,,,Iq(x~)~(xl)(f(q) - 4-w)l 
k=l 
where 
< 2 ~m,kIq(Xk)~(Xk)(q+(Xk) - q-@k))l> 
k=l 
n(t) = J Pm(P;X) - m(P;t) up(x)Fp-‘(x)gl (x) dx. AIll x-t 
By [18, Theorem 61 and by Theorem 3.2, we get 
IIMP; f - q-Ml,” d irn ldt>W[q+(t) - q-Wll dt. 
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BY (3.7) 
IIMP; f - q-)4; G 1. l~h+W - ~-Wlffbn(iO~P-‘~P~ t>l dt 
+ s A, I ~h+(O - q-(tMn(p; W(~P-l~P; 91 df 
=: Al +A2. 
We consider A ,. Recalling that 
u-(x) = 1 if rk 20 ‘dk, 
we have 
A, = dimm 
u-(t) [q+(t) - q-(t)lu-(t>H(pm(p)FP-‘~~; t) dt 
and by applying Holder’s inequality, we get 
Al G Ilk+ - 4-14 /ppm4?tbw~-‘u’)~~ . 
4 
Since 
l<q<q &!@<d% and u ELP 
u- u &v ’ 
by using (2.1) and (3.11), we get 
(3.30) 
Al d Ilk+ - q-lu-llp ~~$%rd~F~-~u~~/ 
4 
< %y[q+ - q_]u_ ~~,~~u~-W-’ 114 = IlkIf - 4-l~-llpllL(Pd- - 4-hII;-‘* 
Similarly, we obtain 
(3.31) 
(3.32) AA~II[q+ - ~-l~-llp~~Ld~;f - OuII;-‘. 
Combining (3.29)-( 3.32) we have 
IIIY - L&; f>l4p ~+Nq+ - q-1= IIP? 
and taking the infimum over q*’ , we get 
U- - LAP; f>lu-II, &n-*m_,p. 
Finally, starting from (3.30) and setting u instead of u-, the proof of (2.13) follows by argument 
similar to the previous one. 0 
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Proof of Corollary 2.7. Let fm be the function defined as 
( 
f(x1), x E [-1,x11, 
_/xx) = f(n), x E [Xl,&?J, 
f(X2 )Y x E [Xm, 11, 
where {xi}y!r are the zeros of p,(p). Obviously, we have L,(p; f) = L,(p; fm), and 
IlV -Lnh%m4l,aLf - fml4lp + IKfm --Lkfi*>l~ll,~ (3.33) 
By [ 19, Theorem 2.41 it follows 
IID- - fml~llp 6 Ilf’P+(I,), An = L-1, ~l\~~x1,&ll, (3.34) 
and by Theorem 2.6 
IlKI -L,(P;f,)lull,6~~,-l(f~)u,p. (3.35) 
Since u/cp E LP and cp/u E Lq, the parameters rk, k = 1,. . . , r - 1 of the weight u satisfy the 
restrictions -l/p < rk < l/q. Thus, by using [8, Theorem 2.11, we have 
E’m_l(fm)u,p <@ Ilflrp4L~md)) (3.36) 
m 
and the inequality (2.12) follows combining (3.33)-(3.36). 
Now we assume cpf’u E LP. In this case (see [ 193) 
Ilf’&IILVIm, d +4. 
Consequently, 
IIV - L?I(P~f)l~llp d ~IIf~VllP? 
and (2.13) easily follows. 0 
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